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ABSTRACT 

Two of the most critical measurements during and after drilling a geothermal well are the bottom hole circulating temperature (BHCT) 

and the static formation temperature (SFT). BHCT is critical for bottom hole assembly (BHA), drilling fluid and cement slurry designs. 

SFT is significantly essential since it directly correlates with the amount of renewable energy power that can be produced from the well. 

Currently, these data are obtained from various equipment such as measurement while drilling (MWD), logging while drilling (LWD) 

and temperature logs. The measurements are used for calculations related to geothermal power plant construction as well as the drilling 

and completion designs of subsequent wells in the field. However, data from MWD is not always available. On the other hand, the process 

of taking a temperature log is time-consuming and expensive.  

In this paper, we are proposing a machine learning approach to predict the BHCT and SFT in real-time using drilling fluid data (mud 

weight, rheological properties, flow in and out temperatures and circulation time). For the analyses, data from various wells were obtained 

from a large independent operator. Data available includes casing and drill string design, daily mud reports, flow rate, bottom hole 

temperature readings from MWD and the temperature log data obtained after drilling and testing the wells. This data was used for training 

and testing the machine learning algorithms. Two different models (random forest and XGBoost) were trained. 80% of data was used for 

training while 20% of data was used for testing the performance of the algorithm.  

A perfect match with the trained models and testing dataset was observed with mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) of less than 1% 

for both algorithms. The trained models can provide both BHCT and SFT with extremely high accuracies using the drilling fluid data 

which can be recorded on the surface in real-time. This paper presents a novel approach to estimate geothermal well temperatures and is 

believed to be very beneficial for practicing engineers to save a significant amount of time and cost in geothermal development projects. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

During drilling and completion of geothermal wells, it is essential to predict the downhole temperature of drilling fluid and cement systems 

as well as the temperature of downhole formations for adequate design and composition of drilling fluids, cement slurries, and the bottom 

hole assemblies. Previous studies show that increased fluid temperature decreases the density and rheological properties of the fluid 

(Johnson, et al. 2018). Therefore, accurate knowledge of BHCT is essential to properly design both mud weight and rheology according 

to downhole conditions (Gul, Kuru and Parlaktuna 2017). Thickening time of cement slurries is also directly correlated with temperature. 

Optimized cement slurry design by accurate prediction of both SFT and BHCT will decrease non-productive time (NPT) and contribute 

further in cost savings. Similarly, sensors used in bottom hole assemblies have critical temperature limits over which signal quality issues 

can be observed. There are various studies on predicting BHCT or SFT using physics-based models, analytical models or artificial neural 

networks. 

An early study in the subject (Cao, Hermanrud and Lerche 1988) estimates the SFT by inversion of borehole temperature. This study uses 

a numerical model called Formation Temperature Estimation (FTE) model. The model also estimates mud temperature at the time 

circulation stops, thermal invasion distance into the formation, and formation thermal conductivity. The model requires the use of lithology 

data. However, it was developed and tested for only one well and worked only in static conditions. Moreover, the model does not consider 

the effect of drilling fluid parameters (e.g., rheology or mud weight) in its calculations.  

A thermal simulator developed by researchers (Garcia, et al. 1998) estimates the temperature distribution in the drill pipe and annulus 

while circulating. The simulator works with inputs of well geometry, the fluid and flow characteristics and the initial formation 

temperature. However, the use of this model requires the source code and expensive solutions of numerical models which is time-

consuming. 

An artificial neural networks (ANN) approach was presented (Bassam, et al. 2010) for the calculation of SFT in geothermal wells. The 

ANN model was trained using the features of BHCT, shut-in times, and the temperature gradients. Even though the model has high 

accuracy (>95%), it is not able to measure BHCT. Similar to the previous model, this approach also does not take into consideration the 

drilling fluid parameters (e.g., rheology or mud weight). 

Another study (Feng 2011) discussed the prediction of temperatures in deep-water vertical oil and gas wells. The study presented two 

analytical methods. The proposed methods used finite difference discretization to predict the circulating drill pipe and annulus 

temperatures in steady-state. However, these models were only tested in offshore wells but not in geothermal wells, which have larger 

temperature gradients compared to conventional oil and gas wells (Gul and Aslanoglu 2018). 
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A study using GTEMP simulation (Tekin and Akin 2011) estimates the formation and bit temperatures using the features of mud in and 

out temperatures. The study was conducted in two different cases; the first case concerning the cooling tower effect and the second case 

not concerning this. Formation temperatures were estimated for five different wells and compared with reservoir temperature data obtained 

from the Horner Plot method. Estimations deviated within 3.6% to 25.2% in Case 1 and 1.5% to 24.5% in Case 2.  

It was observed that some studies require formation temperature for bottom hole temperature estimations and some others require the 

reverse. There also some models which use the well depth or formation temperature gradient as features for accurate predictions. The 

models which use the same feature as in the proposed model are not as accurate. In this study, we are presenting a novel machine learning 

approach which can predict the BHCT and SFT with accuracies higher than 99% using the features of mud weight, rheological properties, 

flow in and out temperatures and bottoms up time of the fluid.  

2. MACHINE LEARNING 

Machine learning regression algorithms were used here to make more reliable predictions for the complicated system of temperature 

distribution in geothermal wells.  Commonly used machine learning regression models include:  

1. Linear/polynomial regressions;  

2. Neural networks (ex: artificial, multi-layer perceptron, convolution); 

3. Decision-tree-based models (ex: random forest, XGBoost). 

 

Linear/polynomial regression is computationally fast because it uses only small amounts of data (Gul, Johnson, et al. 2019). However, a 

regression model can be very challenging to design for non-linear data. As a result, when it comes to modeling complicated feature-output 

relationships, such models are not very useful. Neural networks can model complex non-linear relationships given a reasonable amount 

of training data. Bassam et al. (2010) proposed a prediction of SFT using an ANN approach for geothermal wells. Other studies (Haklidir 

and Haklidir 2019) proposed a long-short-term memory (LSTM) approach to relating the input variable (hydro geochemistry data) and 

output variable (reservoir temperature) associated with the problem.  

However, a neural network approach is generally outperformed by other machine learning approaches when the number of training 

samples is small. Tree-based approaches gather many trees to learn complicated and non-linear feature-output relationships. Bagging 

(random forest) and boosting (gradient boosting) are standard methods used. Trained tree-based models are particularly easy to interpret 

and understand because the trained decision boundaries are practical and intuitive (Gul, Johnson, et al. 2019). For these reasons, we used 

random forest and XGBoost regressions to predict SFT and BHCT in this study. 

3. DATA DETAILS 

The obtained data was in a low frequency, especially in drilling fluid rheology values (3-4 full mud checks for a day). During drilling, the 

mud in and mud out temperatures were available for every thirty minutes (48 data for a day). The bottom hole temperature data was 

obtained in every connection from MWD. SFT data was available from temperature logs which were taken after drilling and completing 

the wells. Since all these data were obtained in various depths, linear interpolation on all the features was performed to match the depth 

index. After interpolations, a total of 11006 lines of data became available for two wells.  

For the data mining analysis in this study, random-forest and XGBoost regression machine learning algorithms from Scikit-Learn library 

(Pedregosa, et al. 2011) were used. Predictions were made by predicting both the SFT and BHCT. The optimum tuning parameters in 

random-forest and XGBoost regression models were evaluated by cross-validation (GridSearchCV) and minimizing the MAPE. The 

minimum and maximum values of the independent variables in the dataset are provided in Table 1. The trained models are valid only in 

the ranges shown in Table 1, because they may give erroneous results when extrapolated.  For the analyses, 80% of the data from the 

dataset was used to train the model, while the rest of the data (20%) was used for testing model accuracy and analyzing MAPE. Only the 

results from the random forest regression approach are presented here because this approach yielded a superior performance.  

Table 1. Details of the parameters in the training dataset. 
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As mentioned before, the data for this study was obtained from two different vertical geothermal wells which were designed and 

constructed similarly to each other. Well schematics are shown in Fig. 1. Both wells were drilled in 26”, 17.5”, 12.25” and 8.5” sections 

and cased by 20”, 13.375”, 9.625” casings and 7” standard and slotted liners. The final depth of Well A was 3508m while the final depth 

of Well B was 3025m.  

Even though the designs of both wells were very similar, the temperature distributions observed were slightly different. Mud in, out, 

BHCT and SFT for both wells are illustrated in Fig. 2. Both wells were drilled in different formations where the formation gradients were 

also slightly different. Cooling towers were used more often in Well B, which was the reason for sudden decreases in mud in, out and 

BHCT temperatures. Well A observed losses at 3500m at which new mud was pumped into the well which decreased the mud 

temperatures. Well B observed similar losses at 3000m, and the same response on temperatures was observed due to pumping new and 

cold mud to the formation. A direct relationship of an increase in mud in and out temperatures with depth can be seen on both Well A and 

Well B, as expected.  

Accurate predictions of temperatures in geothermal wells require the time drilling fluid spends in the wellbore during drilling or 

circulation. To calculate this feature, drillstring, and casing design information for each section was used. The pipe and annulus capacities 

were calculated using Eqs. 1 and 2.  

CA = (Dbit
2 – ODDP

2) / 1029.4………………………………………………………………………………………………………………(1) 

CP = (IDDP
2) / 1029.4……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… (2) 

Figure 1. Design schematics of Well A (left) and Well B (right). 

Figure 2. Temperature distribution data plots for Well A (left) and Well B (right). 

9 5/8" Casing (L80-47 lb/ft)

WELL A - SCHEMATIC

20" Casing (J-55,94 lb/f t) 26" Well

172 m 174 m

13 3/8" Casing (K-55,68 lb/f t)

17 1/2" Well

693 m 695 m

12 1/4" Well

TOLH:  1916,6 m

1959 m 1961 m

7" N-80 29 lb/ft Liner Top of Slotted Liner : 2537.5 m

7" N-80 29 lb/ft Slotted Liner

8 1/2" Well

3507 m
3508 m

7" N-80 29 lb/ft Slotted Liner

8 1/2" Well

3024 m
3025 m

12 1/4" Well

TOLH:  2069,13 m

2108 m 2110 m

7" N-80 29 lb/ft  Liner Top of Slotted Liner: 2589.12 m

9 5/8" Casing (L80-47 lb/ft)

WELL B - SCHEMATIC

20" Casing (J-55,94 lb/f t) 26" Well

166 m 167 m

13 3/8" Casing (K-55,68 lb/f t)

17 1/2" Well

713 m 715 m
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where CA is annulus capacity (bbl/ft), CP is pipe capacity (bbl/ft), Dbit is bit diameter in the section (in), ODDP is drill pipe outside diameter 

(in) and IDDP is drill pipe inside diameter (in). 

Once the capacities of annulus and drill pipe are known, well capacity was calculated using Eq. 3. 

CW = CA + CP ……….……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… (3) 

where CW is the well capacity (bbl/ft). 

Once the well capacity was obtained, the volume at each depth for the same section was calculated using Eq. 4. 

V = Cw * L…………….…………….…………….…………….…………………………………………………………...……………. (4) 

where V is total circulating volume (bbl), Cw is well capacity (bbl/ft), and L is the length of the section (ft). 

This calculation was performed for each section separately assuming each casing setting depth is zero and using the section lengths instead 

of depths. Afterward, the volume of the previous section was recalculated by changing the bit diameter with casing inside diameter and 

adding this to the calculated circulating volume. Once the volume was known, the bottoms up time were calculated using Eq. 5.   

t = V * 42 / Q……….…………….…………….…………….……..……………………………………………………...……………. (5) 

where V is total circulating volume (bbl), Q is flow rate (gpm), and t is bottoms up circulating time (min). 

The bottoms up time vs. depth graph for each well is shown in Fig. 3. The intermittent areas correspond to each casing setting point where 

the bottoms up time significantly decreased due to the decreased diameters by casings. As expected, the bottoms up times mostly increase 

as the well gets deeper. Even though Well A and Well B were similar in their casing and drill string design, the flow rates during the 

operations were different which resulted in different patterns on bottoms up time vs. depth graphs.  

Maximum bottoms up times observed were 58 min for Well A and 56 min for Well B. More flow rate fluctuations were observed in Well 

A, while a more stable flow rate was observed in Well B during drilling each section. The well design and selected flow rates can change 

from one well to another, however, the time drilling fluid spends in the well is the primary factor affecting the heating up of the fluids. 

Since the proposed model work with the surface measurements of mud in and out temperature, the times for heating up was also crucial 

to properly train the models and therefore to obtain accurate predictions for both BHCT and SFT.  

The coefficient of determination (R2), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) were used to test the 

model accuracies. Eqs. 6 and 7 explain the calculations of MAE and MAPE. 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =   
1

𝑛
 ∑ |(𝑦𝑖−𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑦𝑖−𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑)|

𝑛
𝑖=1 …………………………………….……………...………….……………………..….(6) 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  
100%

𝑛
 ∑

|(𝑦𝑖−𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑−𝑦𝑖−𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑)|

𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑛
𝑖=1  …………………..…………………………..……………………………...……………(7) 

where yi-calculated is each calculated data point, yi-measured is each measured data point, and n is the total number of data points.  

Figure 3. Calculated bottoms up time vs depth for Well A (left) and Well B (right). 
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4. REGRESSION RESULTS 

Machine learning regressions for BHCT were developed using the data from both Well A and Well B. The minimum BHCT in the dataset 

was 33.3°C while the maximum was 143.3°C. Mud in and out temperatures, bottoms up time, rheological properties characterizing drilling 

fluid rheology (m, K and 𝜏𝑦) and mud weight were used as features for the predictions of BHCT in random forest regressions. Fig. 4 

illustrates the measured and predicted values of BHCT using random forest regression with 10% confidence interval. The regression 

provided a fit with a MAE of 0.63°C and MAPE of 0.71%. The coefficient of determination (R2) of this regression is 0.997. There are 

only three outliers out of 2200 data points in the test dataset which suggests that these points are outliers due to slight measurement errors 

in raw data (maximum absolute error 18.44 °C, maximum absolute percentage error 22.43%). 

 

Figure 1. Bottom hole circulating temperature estimation accuracy with 10% confidence interval using the features of fluid 

rheological properties (τy, K and m), mud weight, mud in and out temperatures and bottoms up time. 

The regressions for SFT were developed using the same data and features in the previous case. Fig. 5 illustrates the measured and predicted 

values of SFT using random forest regression with 10% confidence interval. The regression provided a fit with an MAE of 0.07°C and 

MAPE of 0.06%. R2 of this regression is 0.999. There was only one outlier out of all test data with a maximum absolute error 11.09 °C 

and maximum absolute percentage error 10.42%.  

 
Figure 2. Formation temperature estimation accuracy with 10% confidence interval using the features of fluid rheological 

properties (τy, K and m), mud weight, mud in and out temperatures and bottoms up time. 
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As mentioned before, random forest regression showed superior performance compared to XGBoost regression to estimate BHCT and 

SFT using fluid data. For this reason, only random forest regressions were illustrated in the previous figures. Table 2 summarizes the 

errors in estimations of BHCT and SFT by random forest and XGBoost machine learning regressions with their average and maximum 

errors and coefficient of determination results. 

Table 2. Summary of errors and coefficient of determination in different regression models for estimation of the bottom hole 

and formation temperatures. 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 For the wells investigated, BHCT and SFT can be determined with excellent accuracy using machine learning techniques. 

 The machine learning relationships can be different for different geothermal wells drilled in different fields or formations. But, 

once a relationship is characterized using sufficient field data, it is evident that both BHCT and SFT can be estimated with high 

accuracies.  

 This approach offers a novel way to obtain fluid temperature profiles in real-time and can be improved when used together with 

automated drilling fluid measurement methods which were explained with further detail on other studies (Gul, Johnson, et al. 

2019). 

 It was evident that the bottom hole temperature measurements from MWD and temperature log data after drilling the wells are 

required for optimum performance and analysis after the project. This method, however, is not to replace but to improve them: 

o Verifying the quality of MWD tools using the regressions is beneficial. A better-predicted bottom hole temperature 

will elevate the drilling fluid quality which improves the rate of penetrations and results in further cost savings.  

o Using this method, there is no need to wait for the temperature logs which are taken after the well is finished. After 

each section, proper estimations of formation temperatures can be done, and cement slurries can be designed 

accordingly. This will decrease the cement thickening times (which is sometimes up to 48 hours for geothermal wells 

(Gul and Aslanoglu 2018)) and contribute significantly to decreasing well costs.  

NOMENCLATURE     GLOSSARY 

𝐶𝐴 = annulus capacity, L2, bbl/ft  

𝐶𝑃 = pipe capacity, L2, bbl/ft  

𝐶𝑊 = well capacity, L2, bbl/ft  

𝐷𝑏𝑖𝑡 = bit diameter, L, m 

𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑃 = inside diameter, L, in  

𝑂𝐷𝐷𝑃 = outside diameter, L, in  

𝑅2 = coefficient of determination 

𝜏𝑦 = yield stress, m/Lt2, Pa 

𝑙 = length, L, m 

m = fluid behavior index 

n = number of data points 

t = time, t, min 

𝐾 = consistency index, mtm-2/L, Pa.sm 

𝑄 = volumetric flow rate, L3/t, gpm 

𝑉 = volume, L3, gallons  
 

 

ANN = Artificial Neural Networks 

BHA = Bottom Hole Assembly 

BHCT = Bottom Hole Circulating Temperature 

FTE = Formation Temperature Estimation 

LSTM = Long-Short Term Memory 

LWD = Logging While Drilling 

MAE = Mean Absolute Error 

MAPE = Mean Absolute Percentage Error 

MWD = Measurement While Drilling 

NPT = Non-Productive Time 

SFT = Static Formation Temperature  
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